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SET A

MARKING SCHEME
SET
A

QN.NO VALUE POINTS
SECTION A: READING

MARKS
SPLIT UP

1. i

1. ii

1. iii

1. iv

1. v

A) he wants his son to be educated in the best possible manner.

B) to make them appreciate the mysteries of nature.

B) by cheating they lose self-respect.

B) joining popular and successful people.

D) he wanted his son to become strong.

1

1

1

1

1

1. vi What does the headmaster exactly need to teach Abraham Lincoln's
son (paragraph A)?
(Any two in own words)
 To teach him secret of quiet laughter
 To teach him wonder of books / importance of books
 To teach him among the scoundrel/bad there is a hero/good
 To teach him among selfish politician there is a dedicated leader

2

1. vii Which tag is inappropriate for Abraham's son to wear?for why is that?

This is a statement which implies that one can use his intellect for what
others say, but his emotions must only be directed by him and not dictated
by others. And that tag is inappropriate for his son to wear.

2

1. viii Who is getting on the bandwagon and why?

People who start doing or saying something that a lot of people are already
doing or saying are getting on the bandwagon because they follow or
imitate others. (any other relevant point if valid - accept)

2

1. ix State the following statement is True or False: Abraham Lincoln is
sublime in his writing.

True (sublime meaning good or beautiful or affects deeply - positively)

1

2. i
ii
Iii

B) undernutrition
A. 7.5%
C. 2050

1
1
1
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iv
v
vi

D. undernourishment
B. ensure optimal growth and function.
D. low birth weight

1
1
1

2.vii How synonymous the terms malnutrition and undernutrition?

Malnutrition refers to an unbalanced diet - including excessive eating - the
term undernutrition refers more specifically to a deficiency of nutrients.
Imbalance between supply of protein and energy. Stunted growth etc….

2

2.viii Is there any link between overweight and malnutrition?

Yes, there is a link between overweight and malnutrition. Overweight
people are also considered to be malnourished. Obese (overweight) people
are at risk. (any other relevant points)

2

SECTION - B - WRITING SKILLS 22 Marks

3.
E-Mail Writing
Content - 1 Organisation - 1 Accuracy - 1 Total - 3 3 Marks

4.
Factual Description
Content - 2 Organisation - 1 Accuracy - 1 Total - 4 4 Marks

5. Format -1 Content -3 Organisation -2 Accuracy -1 Total - 7 7 Marks

6. Format -1 Content -3 Organisation -3 Accuracy -1 Total - 8 8 Marks
SECTION - C - GRAMMAR 10 Marks

7.I A) returned B) had broken C) were 3x1=3

7.II A)The teacher asked Rahul where he had bought that practical file from and
if he could buy one for him.
B) Rahul inquired from the teacher if he wanted exactly the same one.
C) The teacher asked him if he had brought the file that day.

3x1=3

7.III Incorrect Correct
A) in to
B) he I
C) about for
D) and but

4x1=4

SECTION D: LITERATURE 26 Marks

8.A
i) Who is ‘she’ referred to here?

Lavinia - Wife of John Hallock 1
ii) Why had she decided to leave?

Lavinia is quite angry with John as she suspects him of having an affair 1
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with a woman, Helen and threatens to leave him forever.

iii) Why did her husband behave in a strange manner?

John was nervous and so, behaved in a strange manner. Helen behind ghost 1
iv) Write the meaning of the word - ‘staccatoed’

Meaning - spoke in an abrupt, detached manner

1

8.B i)Why is the sea called ‘silent’?

The Sea is not causing any problem in the sailing of the ship. It is not
stormy that’s why it is called silent.

1

ii) What according to the mariners was the reason for their fate?

The fickle minded mariners said that they got a better fate after the Ancient
Mariner Killed the albatross.

1

iii) Which poetic device is used in these lines?

The poetic device used in the line is ‘alliteration’. (student should have
written without a spelling mistake)

1

iv) Write the rhyme scheme of the given lines.

Rhyme scheme - ‘abcb’ 1

8.C
i) Identify the speaker of the above lines.

The speaker of the above lines is Brutus. 1
ii) When and Where were the above lines spoken?

The above lines were spoken when Brutus was speaking at Caesar’s
Funeral. As Brutus was about to step out of the pulpit, he spoke these
words.

1

iii) Bring out the irony in the above extract.

It is ironical that Brutus tells the citizen to listen to Antony for Brutus’ sake
because it was Brutus who had a hand in Caesar's murder and Antony took
Caesar’s revenge by unearthing Brutus conspiracy.

1

iv) Write the Antonym for the word ‘depart’

Antonym - Arrive/stay 1
Short answers (Any Five)

9. i) How did Luigi behave on seeing the two boys?

Luigi behaved in an unfriendly manner way. He expressed his disgust
for them. Moreover, he doubted them as cheats or thieves owing to their

2
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shabby appearance. He requested the author not to buy fruits from
them.
ii) John Hallock could never displease Jenkins. Why?

Jenkins was the only publisher who published John’s books. He wanted
John to write books which had supernaturals elements in them. All his
ghost stories were liked by the public. So, John could never displease or
annoy Jenkins.

2

iii) What did Gagon Pakrashi teach Patol Babu?

Gogon Pakrashi was Patol Babu’s mentor. He was wonderful actor
without a trace of vanity in him. He told Patol Babu that whatever part he
was offered he should never consider it beneath his dignity. He told him
to squeeze the essence of every dialogue and serve it to the audience.

2

iv) What sort of person was Michael’s dad?

Michael’s dad was nutty about computers. He was a gadget freak. He
visited the computer fair and purchased virtual reality visor and glove
and a handful of the latest interactive psycho-drive games.

2

v) What, according to Shakespeare, outlives the ravages of time?

The monuments and statues brave the ravages of time. However, in the
process, they get ruined, disfigured, broken or spoiled, if not taken proper
care of but the but the time will have no sway over the poem that glorifies
the young friend in its lines and the poem /rhyme outlives all the ravages of
time.

2

vi) Why did the mariners hang the dead albatross around the Ancient
Mariner’s neck?

The mariners hanged the dead albatross around the Ancient’s Mariner neck
as a symbol of his guilt. They wanted him to constantly remember the sin he
had committed and repent for his evil deeds.

2

Long Answer (any One)

10. i ‘Only the bearer knows where the shoe pinches’. Elucidate the statement
with reference to the story The Letter.

Content - 4, Organisation -3 & Accuracy - 1
It is important to respect everyone’s feelings which are truly conveyed by
the writer through this chapter.

Value points:
• Always respect the feelings of others
• We must not disrespect and contempt the feelings of others.
• In this chapter Coachman Ali’s daughter got married and left him.
• At this moment he understands the meaning of love and separation.
• Which he doesn’t when he was clever hunter.
• Everyone in the post office laugh at him/ mock at him.
• Postmaster also behaves rudely with him and at times he call him ‘a pest’.
• When he suffers with the same suffering and pain
• He realizes his mistakes and regrets for his bad act.
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• Then he wishes to help Ali.

ii As an artist, one’s endeavour should be to make the ‘most of one’s
opportunity, and squeeze the last drop of meaning out of one’s lines. A play
is the combined effort of many that makes it successful. Keeping in mind
the advice given to Patol Babu by his mentor, Gogan Prakashi, express your
views on the ‘Significance of Labour’ in about 120-150 words.

Value Points:
 Patol Babu was given a minor role in a film
 his passion for him drove him to work hard
 sense of doing a job that is worthwhile –even if low paid
 sense of achievement when you meet a target
 learning new skills
 sense of belonging
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SET B

MARKING SCHEME
SET
B

QN.NO VALUE POINTS
SECTION - READING

MARKS
SPLIT UP

1.i What does the headmaster exactly need to teach Abraham Lincoln's
son (paragraph A)?
(Any two in own words)
 To teach him secret of quiet laughter
 To teach him wonder of books / importance of books
 To teach him among the scoundrel/bad there is a hero/good
To teach him among selfish politician there is a dedicated leader

2

1.ii Which tag is inappropriate for Abraham's son to wear?for why is that?

This is a statement which implies that one can use his intellect for what
others say, but his emotions must only be directed by him and not dictated
by others. And that tag is inappropriate for his son to wear.

2

1.iii Who is getting on the bandwagon and why?

People who start doing or saying something that a lot of people are already
doing or saying are getting on the bandwagon because they follow or
imitate others. (any other relevant point if valid - accept)

2

1.iv State the following statement is True or False: Abraham Lincoln is
Sublime in his writing.

True (sublime meaning good or beautiful or affects deeply - positively)

1

1. v

1. vi

1. vii

1.viii

1.ix

A) he wants his son to be educated in the best possible manner.

B) to make them appreciate the mysteries of nature.

B) by cheating they lose self-respect.

B) joining popular and successful people.
.
C) he wanted his son to become strong.

1

1

1

1

1

2. i How synonymous the terms malnutrition and undernutrition?
Malnutrition refers to an unbalanced diet - including excessive eating - the

2
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term undernutrition refers more specifically to a deficiency of nutrients.
Imbalance between supply of protein and energy. Stunted growth etc….

2.ii Is there any link between overweight and malnutrition?

Yes, there is a link between overweight and malnutrition. Overweight
people are also considered to be malnourished. Obese (overweight) people
are at risk. (any other relevant points)

2

2.iii
2. iv
2. v
2. vi
2. vii
2. viii

B)undernutrition
A. 7.5%
C. 2050
D. undernourishment
B. ensure optimal growth and function.
D. low birth weight

1
1
1
1
1
1

SECTION - B - WRITING SKILLS 22 Marks

3.
E-Mail Writing
Content - 1 Organisation - 1 Accuracy - 1 Total - 3 3 Marks

4.
Factual Description
Content - 2 Organisation - 1 Accuracy - 1 Total - 4 4 Marks

5. Format -1 Content -3 Organisation -2 Accuracy -1 Total - 7 7 Marks

6. Format -1 Content -3 Organisation -3 Accuracy -1 Total - 8 8 Marks
SECTION - C - GRAMMAR 10 Marks

7.I A) returned
B) saw
C) had not seen

1
1
1

7.II A) Lady told the Judge that the man was responsible for the accident.
B) The man told the Judge respectfully that the lady did not know how to
drive a car.
C) The lady told the judge that she had been driving her car for the last 12
years without any accident.

3x1=3

7.III
Incorrect correct

A) me us

B) enjoy enjoyed

C) who how

D) in of

4x1=4
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SECTION D: LITERATURE 26 Marks

8.A.
i)Who is ‘she’ referred to here?

Lavinia - Wife of John Hallock 1
ii)Why had she decided to leave?

Lavinia is quite angry with John as she suspects him of having an affair
with a woman, Helen and threatens to leave him forever.

1

iii)Why did her husband behave in a strange manner?

John was nervous and so, behaved in a strange manner. Helen behind ghost 1
iv) Write the meaning of the word - ‘staccatoed’

Meaning - spoke in an abrupt, detached manner

1

8.B i)Why is the sea called ‘silent’?

The Sea is not causing any problem in the sailing of the ship. It is not
stormy that’s why it is called silent.

1

ii) What according to the mariners was the reason for their fate?

The fickle minded mariners said that they got a better fate after the Ancient
Mariner Killed the albatross.

1

iii) Which poetic device is used in these lines?

The poetic device used in the line is ‘alliteration’. (student should have
written without a spelling mistake)

1

iv) Write the rhyme scheme of the given lines.

Rhyme scheme - ‘abcb’ 1

8.C
i) Identify the speaker of the above lines.

The speaker of the above lines is Brutus. 1
ii) When and Where were the above lines spoken?

The above lines were spoken when Brutus was speaking at Caesar’s
Funeral. As Brutus was about to step out of the pulpit, he spoke these
words.

1

iii) Bring out the irony in the above extract.

It is ironical that Brutus tells the citizen to listen to Antony for Brutus’ sake
because it was Brutus who had a hand in Caesar's murder and Antony took
Caesar’s revenge by unearthing Brutus conspiracy.

1
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iv) Write the Antonym for the word ‘depart’

Antonym - Arrive/stay 1

9. Answer ANY FIVE of the following six questions in about 30- 40 words
each

5x2=10
Marks

i) How did Luigi behave on seeing the two boys?

Luigi behaved in an unfriendly manner way. He expressed his disgust
for them. Moreover, he doubted them as cheats or thieves owing to their
shabby appearance. He requested the author not to buy fruits from
them.

2

ii) Why did the spirit in the Ouija Board call Hallock a traitor?

Lavinia told John Hallock to be a partner to Laura Hinkle at the Ouija
Board party. He did so though he didn’t want to as he had promised Helen
that he would dissuade his friends and acquaintances from using the
Ouija Boards. But when the spirit noticed John Hallock himself using the
Ouija Board they all called him traitor.

2

iii) Why does Patol Babu’s wife tell him that he is counting his ‘chickens
before they’re hatched’?

When Patol Babu was offered a role in a film, he was very excited. He
shared his happiness with his wife who in turn reminded him of his past
when he was not successful though he had tried to do many different
jobs. She told him that he was counting his chickens before they were
hatched. He was only day-dreaming about his success which is not easy
to gain.

2

iv) What sort of person was Michael’s dad?

Michael’s dad was nutty about computers. He was a gadget freak. He
visited the computer fair and purchased virtual reality visor and glove
and a handful of the latest interactive psycho-drive games.

2

v) What, according to Shakespeare, outlives the ravages of time?

The monuments and statues brave the ravages of time. However, in the
process, they get ruined, disfigured, broken or spoiled, if not taken proper
care of but the but the time will have no sway over the poem that glorifies
the young friend in its lines and the poem /rhyme outlives all the ravages of
time.

2

vi) Why does the Ancient Mariner compel the wedding guest to listen to his
story?

The Ancient Mariner was deeply troubled because he was guilt–ridden of
killing the Albatross. His guilt compelled him to narrate his experience to
the wedding guest as he believed that confession of a sin would lead to its
redemption.

2
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10. Answer ANY ONE of the following two questions in about 150 words. 8 Marks

i) The poem, ‘Snake’ reminds us of the fact that animals too have a right to
life which we have no right to deny them. Describe how man should co-
exist with nature and its creatures for ecological balance.

Content - 4, Organisation -3 & Accuracy - 1

The poem ‘Snake’ reminds us of the fact that animals too have a right to life
which we have no right to deny them. One should always listen to the voice
of conscience that does not allow us to play with these brainless and
innocent creatures. Man cannot afford to tamper with ecology as it has been
carefully planned and laid out by nature and it may result in the extinction
of wild animals and in the depletion of forests and their wealth. Further man
will have to face dire consequences like landslides floods droughts and
famines if he harms the ecological balance. Nature has supplied the living
creatures with abundant resources and man in particular has been able to co-
exist with the least discomfort. So it is our moral duty to have mutual
respect for these creatures and believe in the principle of Peaceful Co-
existence.

ii) As an artist, one’s endeavour should be to make the ‘most of one’s
opportunity, and squeeze the last drop of meaning out of one’s lines. A play
is the combined effort of many that makes it successful. Keeping in mind
the advice given to Patol Babu by his mentor, Gogan Prakashi, express your
views on the ‘Significance of Labour’ in about 120-150 words.

Content - 4, Organisation -3 & Accuracy - 1

The significance of labor in acquiring success and squeezing the best out of
every moment is very crucial. Satyajit Ray has beautifully described it
through the character of Patol Babu. Patol Babu was not only extremely
hardworking but also knew how to extract the best out of the given
opportunity. He had learned these secrets to success from his mentor Gogan
Prakash.

In spite of getting such an insignificant role, Patol Babu decided to do the
role. He practiced very hard on his one-word dialogue. He went to a
secluded corner and started enunciating the syllable in various ways. And
when the scene was shot, he gave a flawless performance. All the crew
praised him. He himself felt pure satisfaction. This was an invaluable
reward for him.
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SET C

MARKING SCHEME
SET QN.NO VALUE POINTS

SECTION A - READING
MARKS
SPLIT UP

1. Read the following passage and answer the following questions 12 MARKS

1. i

1. ii

1. iii

1. iv

1. v

A) he wants his son to be educated in the best possible manner.

B) to make them appreciate the mysteries of nature.

B) by cheating they lose self-respect.

B) joining popular and successful people.

D) he wanted his son to become strong.

1

1

1

1

1
1. vi What does the headmaster exactly need to teach Abraham Lincoln's

son (paragraph A)?
(Any two in own words)
 To teach him secret of quiet laughter
 To teach him wonder of books / importance of books
 To teach him among the scoundrel/bad there is a hero/good
 To teach him among selfish politician there is a dedicated leader

2

1. vii Which tag is inappropriate for Abraham's son to wear?for why is that?

This is a statement which implies that one can use his intellect for what
others say, but his emotions must only be directed by him and not dictated
by others. And that tag is inappropriate for his son to wear.

2

1. viii Who is getting on the bandwagon and why?

People who start doing or saying something that a lot of people are already
doing or saying are getting on the bandwagon because they follow or
imitate others. (any other relevant point if valid - accept)

2

1. ix State the following statement is True or False: Abraham Lincoln is
sublime in his writing.

True (sublime meaning good or beautiful or affects deeply - positively)

1
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2. Read the following passage and answer the following questions 10 MARKS

2.i
2.ii
2.iii
2.iv
2.v
2.vi

B) undernutrition
A. 7.5%
C. 2050
D. undernourishment
B. ensure optimal growth and function.
D. low birth weight

1
1
1
1
1
1

2.vii How synonymous the terms malnutrition and undernutrition?

Malnutrition refers to an unbalanced diet - including excessive eating - the
term undernutrition refers more specifically to a deficiency of nutrients.
Imbalance between supply of protein and energy. Stunted growth etc….

2

2.viii Is there any link between overweight and malnutrition?

Yes, there is a link between overweight and malnutrition. Overweight
people are also considered to be malnourished. Obese (overweight) people
are at risk. (any other relevant points)

2

SECTION - B - WRITING SKILLS 22 Marks

3.
E-Mail Writing
Content - 1 Organisation - 1 Accuracy - 1 Total - 3 3 Marks

4.
Factual Description
Content - 2 Organisation - 1 Accuracy - 1 Total - 4 4 Marks

5. Format -1 Content -3 Organisation -2 Accuracy -1 Total - 7 7 Marks

6. Format -1 Content -3 Organisation -3 Accuracy -1 Total - 8 8 Marks
SECTION - C - GRAMMAR 10 Marks

7.I A) have passed B) beginning C) struck D) was making 4x1=4

7.II A) Vinod asked Laskshmi what her programme was after the examinations.
B) Lakshmi replied that she had not decided till then, she also asked
whether he could suggest any.
C) Vinod suggested her to start preparing for competitions.

1
1

1
7.III A) announces announced

B) looks looked

C) confirmations confirmation

3x1=3

SECTION - D - LITERATURE TEXTBOOK 26 Marks

8.A i)Why is the sea called ‘silent’?
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The Sea is not causing any problem in the sailing of the ship. It is not
stormy that’s why it is called silent.

1

ii) What according to the mariners was the reason for their fate?

The fickle minded mariners said that they got a better fate after the Ancient
Mariner Killed the albatross.

1

iii) Which poetic device is used in these lines?

The poetic device used in the line is ‘alliteration’. (student should have
written without a spelling mistake)

1

iv) Write the rhyme scheme of the given lines.

Rhyme scheme - ‘abcb’ 1

8.B i) Identify the speaker of the above lines.

The speaker of the above lines is Brutus. 1
ii) When and Where were the above lines spoken?

The above lines were spoken when Brutus was speaking at Caesar’s
Funeral. As Brutus was about to step out of the pulpit, he spoke these
words.

1

iii) Bring out the irony in the above extract.

It is ironical that Brutus tells the citizen to listen to Antony for Brutus’ sake
because it was Brutus who had a hand in Caesar's murder and Antony took
Caesar’s revenge by unearthing Brutus conspiracy.

1

iv) Write the Antonym for the word ‘depart’

Antonym - Arrive/stay 1

8.C
i) Who is ‘she’ referred to here?

Lavinia - Wife of John Hallock 1
ii) Why had she decided to leave?

Lavinia is quite angry with John as she suspects him of having an affair
with a woman, Helen and threatens to leave him forever.

1

iii) Why did her husband behave in a strange manner?

John was nervous and so, behaved in a strange manner. Helen behind ghost 1
iv) Write the meaning of the word - ‘staccatoed’

Meaning - spoke in an abrupt, detached manner

1

9. Answer ANY FIVE of the following six questions in about 30- 40 words
each

5x2=10
Marks
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i) What sort of person was Michael’s dad?

Michael’s dad was nutty about computers. He was a gadget freak. He
visited the computer fair and purchased virtual reality visor and glove
and a handful of the latest interactive psycho-drive games.

2

ii) What, according to Shakespeare, outlives the ravages of time?

The monuments and statues brave the ravages of time. However, in the
process, they get ruined, disfigured, broken or spoiled, if not taken proper
care of but the but the time will have no sway over the poem that glorifies
the young friend in its lines and the poem /rhyme outlives all the ravages of
time.

2

iii) Why did the mariners hang the dead albatross around the Ancient
Mariner’s neck?

The mariners hanged the dead albatross around the Ancient’s Mariner neck
as a symbol of his guilt. They wanted him to constantly remember the sin he
had committed and repent for his evil deeds.

2

iv) How did Luigi behave on seeing the two boys?

Luigi behaved in an unfriendly manner way. He expressed his disgust
for them. Moreover, he doubted them as cheats or thieves owing to their
shabby appearance. He requested the author not to buy fruits from
them.

2

v) John Hallock could never displease Jenkins. Why?

Jenkins was the only publisher who published John’s books. He wanted
John to write books which had supernaturals elements in them. All his
ghost stories were liked by the public. So, John could never displease or
annoy Jenkins.

2

vi) What did Gagon Pakrashi teach Patol Babu?

Gogon Pakrashi was Patol Babu’s mentor. He was wonderful actor
without a trace of vanity in him. He told Patol Babu that whatever part he
was offered he should never consider it beneath his dignity. He told him
to squeeze the essence of every dialogue and serve it to the audience.

2

Long Answers (any ONE)

10. i) ‘Only the bearer knows where the shoe pinches’. Elucidate the
statement with reference to the story The Letter.

Long Answer Question - Content - 4, Organisation -3 & Accuracy - 1
It is important to respect everyone’s feelings which are truly conveyed by
the writer through this chapter.

Value points:
• Always respect the feelings of others
• We must not disrespect and contempt the feelings of others.
• In this chapter Coachman Ali’s daughter got married and left him.
• At this moment he understands the meaning of love and separation.
• Which he doesn’t when he was clever hunter.

8 Marks
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• Everyone in the post office laugh at him/ mock at him.
• Postmaster also behaves rudely with him and at times he call him ‘a pest’.
• When he suffers with the same suffering and pain
• He realizes his mistakes and regrets for his bad act.
• Then he wishes to help Ali.

10.ii) As an artist, one’s endeavour should be to make the ‘most of one’s
opportunity, and squeeze the last drop of meaning out of one’s lines. A play
is the combined effort of many that makes it successful. Keeping in mind
the advice given to Patol Babu by his mentor, Gogan Prakashi, express your
views on the ‘Significance of Labour’ in about 120-150 words.

Long Answer Question - Content - 4, Organisation -3 & Accuracy - 1

 Patol Babu was given a minor role in a film
 his passion for him drove him to work hard
 sense of doing a job that is worthwhile –even if low paid
 sense of achievement when you meet a target
 learning new skills
 sense of belonging


